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    on the same wavelength:

the PROCITEC team


We are a medium-sized enterprise with a high degree of specialisation and lots of innovative spirit. We know that our employees are our most important asset and will stop at nothing to make them happy. The result is an exceptionally low staff turnover rate and, most importantly, the great joy of working with a wonderful team on a daily basis.


to our vacancies 
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    Michelle Dantes, Controllerin

        "PROCITEC offered me an integrated degree programme which I happily accepted."
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    Vincenzo Brancato, Software Engineer

        "We settle arguments over table football."
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    Dr. Björn Jung, Director Project Management & Services

        „Questions are not limited to the weekly scrum meeting. Managers and heads of department always have an open ear. Alternatively, simply go up to the boss while he’s making coffee."

  


      

      To our vacancies

    


  



  
    

    Careers at PROCITEC


From our trainees to our managers, career development within the company is important to us. We like to cultivate our own managers from within our own ranks and offer certifications to everyone in our team. It is important to us for everyone in the team to flourish individually. Socially, professionally and methodically.




    
        
        
            Senior employees
        

        
            
            Progress as a specialist or manager. At PROCITEC, you can help shape your business from day one. We are looking for professionals who are passionate about their ideas, drive innovation and are team players. Bring your expertise to us. We demand commitment, but also support you individually and according to your strengths.
        

    

            
        
             New recruits
        

        
            
            You will take on your first managerial tasks from the outset and supervise students, for example.
        

    

            
        
            Students
        

        
            
            We work with multiple universities and know what you need to make progress. You can build up valuable practical experience with us while you study. Highly qualified mentors will keep an eye on you and you will have the chance to take on a variety of different assignments, regardless of whether you're a student temp, working on your final thesis, part of an integrated degree programme or on an internship.
        

    

            
        
            Trainees
        

        
            
            We train office managers and system integration specialists. In both branches of training, you will become familiar with a variety of departments and take responsibility for your own fields of activity. Naturally, your colleagues will be on hand to lend a hand at all times. 
        

    

            
        
            Pupils
        

        
            
            Pupils too are more than welcome here, e.g. in a mini job or internship. You will get to know our team and the work we do, build up your first experience and then have the option to hit the ground running as a trainee.
        

    

        





    Our benefits


In our company, recognition and appreciation entail more than just flat hierarchies, open communication and a positive working atmosphere. We also share our company’s financial success with our employees in the form of bonus schemes.


Team events such as sporting events, the obligatory release pizza and regular parties are also part and parcel of life at PROCITEC. Additionally:
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          Flexible working hours and child care allowance
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          Drinks and fruit
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          Free vehicle charging point, free parking spaces and excellent accessibility
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          Personal career advancement
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          Health promotion, social activities and much more

        

      

      


    

Procitec EVENTS


Team events such as joint sports events or the obligatory release pizza and regular celebrations are also part of working at PROCITEC:




    
        
        
            Donation to Hospiz Sterneninsel e.V.
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            This year, we are once again donating the proceeds from the sale of our "cleared-out office and IT materials" to the Sterneninsel e.V. children's hospice in Pforzheim. A total of EUR 2,500 was collected, with which we support the Sterneninsel team in the loving care of terminally ill children and their family members.
        

    

            
        
            Winners of the 8th IEEE Signal Intelligence Challenge at KIT announced
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            In search of the mystical adamantine, the participants of this year's Signal Intelligence Challenge "Tunnel-Vision" supported a high-tech species of dwarves. In order to find clues to a new vein of Adamantine, the teams had four weeks to solve signal intelligence puzzles on the topics of modulation, coding and encryption.
  The winning teams, Binary Brigade, Berni Bergmann and kasita-mesago, solved the most puzzles and successfully helped the Dwarves find their mine! 
  PROCITEC is delighted with the lively participation in this event, which playfully combines enthusiasm for software development and signal analysis. We were happy to support this event as a sponsor with 3 HackRF One SDR kits, which were presented to the winning teams. 
  The award ceremony took place at the annual Thanksgiving event of the IEEE Student Branch Karlsruhe.        

    

            
        
            Welcome: Stefan Haase
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            [bookmark: _Hlk147307310]Stefan Haase strengthens the management of PROCITEC GmbH since 1 October 2023. As the second Managing Director, Mr Haase is responsible for the areas of marketing and sales alongside Jens Heyen. With the expansion of the management, PROCITEC takes into account the continuous growth of the company and is entering another phase of the company's successful history.
    With Stefan Haase, PROCITEC gains an experienced manager. Mr Haase was most recently responsible for the Active Protection Systems division at Rheinmetall Protection Systems GmbH as product division manager. Prior to that, he was employed as sales manager at Schott AG. Mr Haase began his career as a naval officer.
  "With Stefan Haase, we have been able to gain an absolute expert with many years of experience in the industry. His network and experience make him an ideal appointment for the area of marketing and sales within the management. I am looking forward to working with him", says Jens Heyen, Managing Director at PROCITEC.
  Stefan Haase: "I am very pleased to be able to contribute my many years of experience in the areas of marketing & sales as Managing Director at PROCITCEC in the future. I am sure that, together with the highly motivated and specialised team at PROCITEC, we will continue the success story."        

    

            
        
            New recycling idea: conference table in exchange for ice cream
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            A good deal for both sides - our conference table found a new home at WSP / Innotec and the PROCITEC employees got an ice cream in return. It's just a pity that we don't have more conference tables to give away...
        

    

            
        
            50 years of the Bodensee Cycle Marathon: 8 times gold
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            8 gold medals and numerous personal records (fastest average time over 180 km, longest time on the bike) - this is the result of the Bodensee Cycle Marathon 2023!   In good spirits, 4 PROCITEC members and 4 starters from Innosystec (our sister company on Lake Constance) set off on 9 September 2023. We started the 220km Goldtour around Lake Constance at 7 o'clock in the morning. The weather and our experienced pacemaker from Inno did their best and enabled the whole team to reach a top average speed of more than 28 km/h over the whole distance with a total of 1600 metres of altitude. We quickly took a photo at the various well-stocked refreshment points (some of which can be taken on the move and uphill) and then quickly got back on our bikes to continue the ride. We completed the course in an impressive 7hrs 45min and all 8 riders crossed the finish line together. Great team effort without a single puncture - this year it was mega!
        

    

            
        
            PROCITEC participates in the BtBRun in Karlsruhe
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            With thirteen runners, PROCITEC sent out the strongest team in the company's history at this year's B2Run in Karlsruhe. 

On 15 June, PROCITEC's "go2run" team set off on the 5.4 km course around Karlsruhe's Schlossplatz. Running, jogging or walking - everyone could choose their own discipline. The happy finishers celebrated at an after-run party at Vogelbräu, where they enjoyed drinks and delicious food. 
"For us, it is all about togetherness, fun and team spirit and not about new records or best times. The run is an opportunity to get in touch with colleagues from other departments with whom you don't normally have such close contact," says Elke Baumann. "We will make this a regular event in the future and try to attrackt even more employees for it," she adds.
The B2Run is a sports event for companies, clubs and businesses where colleagues can run, jog or walk together. The focus is on team building, health promotion and commitment to a good cause. In 2023, the B2Run will start with the DKMS. Together with PROCITEC and the other participating companies, the sporting event will support the fight against blood cancer.
        

    

        





    

  
  

  
  

      
    







    TASK AREAS


Software Development


We develop in the languages C++ and Python. We have been successfully using Scrum in a scaled process for years. Direct and close cooperation with Quality Assurance in the Scrum teams and DevOps for "continuous integration" are important cornerstones of our approach.


Quality Assurance


The Quality Assurance team takes care of the planning and coordination of quality assurance measures relating to our solutions and products. From test management to agile testing to classic software testing, we take on all tasks.


Project Management


We take on customer orders from sales and manage the complex customer projects from start to finish as well as the subsequent handover to customer service. This means that our project managers, as the organizing and controlling central interface for all project participants and customers, are responsible for the design of the systems, the conﬁguration, the test as well as the delivery and handover.


Customer Service


The task of Customer Service is to ensure the technical project planning, in which we are significantly involved in customer projects. We provide technical project management for our customers and are responsible for system integration.


to our vacancies
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    PROCITEC GmbH

Rastatter Straße 41

75179 Pforzheim

Germany


+49 7231 155 61-0

info@procitec.de
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